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HOUR BONUS #4: TEEN MOVIES 
 
Tagline: Don�t Get Mad, Get Even. 
 
1. Title:             
 
2. Define the star basketball player: 
    is a   , wrapped in a   , with a    
made of   . 
 
3. How is he able to date three girls at once? 
             
 
4. The three girls want to make him undateable. What three things do they do to 
try to achieve this goal? 
 a.             
 b.             
 c.             
  
5. How does Heather get Kate noticed? 
             
 
6. Why is Kate�s mom so hot? 
             
 
7. What is the John Tucker of all snack foods? 
             
 
8. How does John say he protects against getting his heart broken? 
             
 
9. How does Kate test John at the away game? How does she trick him? 
            
             
 
10. Describe John�s view on thongs (for men): 
Like letting your best    sleep in a   . They�re   , don't 
  , give just enough    . 



11. What does it take to get stripper cake out of your hair? 
             
 
 
Tagline: Welcome to Girl World 
 
1. Title:             
 
2. Cady moves to Evanston because? 
             
 
3. What word helps the homeschooled girl when the spelling bee? 
             
 
4. �On the third day god created the      so that men could 
     , and the     ? 
 
5. Why does Cady like math? 
             
 
6. If North Shore was what magazine, who�d always be on the cover? 
             
 
7. Karen Smith asked Damien how to spell what word?  
             
 
8. Why is Gretchen Weiner�s hair so big? 
             
 
9. Her father invented:           
 
10. Name 2 of the Regina George rumors floating around school: 
 a.             
 b.             
 
 
 
 



11. Name eight of the sixteen cliques outlined in the �Guide to North Shore� (not 
including the plastics) 
 a.             
 b.             
 c.             
 d.             
 e.             
 f.             
 g.             
 h.             
 i.             
 
12. First question Karen asks Cady? 
             
 
13. Name three of the four rules the plastics must follow in order to be able to sit 
at their lunch table: 
 a.             
 b.             
 c.             
 
14. Kevin Gnapoor�s business card says: 
             
 
15. Name of Kevin G�s rap group:         
 
16. Name of Regina�s �high status man candy�:       
 
17. What does Regina do every Thursday instead of SAT prep? 
             
 
18. What does Cady give Regina to help her �lose 3 lbs�? 
             
 
19. Who is the only guy that calls Ms. Norberry? 
             
 
20. In the burn book, Regina George describes herself as:      
 



21. What does the principal grab when he goes outside check out the �Girls Gone 
Wild� situation?  
             
 
22. Why wasn�t spring fling cancelled? 
             
 
22. Where does Cady eat lunch at both the beginning and end of the movie?  
             
 
23. How did Cady win so many votes for Spring Fling Queen?  
             
 
 
Tagline: In the game of seduction, there is only one rule: Never fall 
in love 
 
1. Title:             
 
2. Based on:             
 
3. What is Sebastian�s relationship to Kathryn? 
             
 
4. Kathryn is seen as:           
 
5. Sebastian is seen as:           
 
6. Kathryn is desperate to read Sebastian�s:        
 
7. What does Sebastian do to his therapist�s daughter?  
             
 
8. How does Kathryn deal with peer pressure?  
             
 
9. What does she keep in the cross around her neck?  
             
 



10. Who is Cecile, and why is Kathryn trying to destroy Cecile?  
             
 
11. Who is Cecile actually in love with, and what has he been giving her? 
             
 
12. What does Kathryn want Sebastian to do? Why?  
             
 
13. Who is Annette, and are her beliefs (outlined in the magazine article)? 
             
 
14. What is the bet, who is it between, and what are the terms?  
             
 
15. Why won�t Annette date Sebastian?  
             
 
16. Describe Kathryn�s �victory� 
             
 
17. How does Kathryn turn Ronald against Sebastian? 
             
 
18. What ultimately happens to Sebastian? 
             
 
19. What ultimately happens to Kathryn? 
             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Miscellany 
 

 
1. This classroom debate speech refers to 
which Latin American country? 

 
 

2. These girls are shopping at what store? 

 

 
3. The driver informs the main character 
that the party at the male passenger's 
house will have what three things?  

4. What city is this guy headed to? 
 

 
5. Where do these two lovebirds spend 
their alone time? 

 

 
6. Fill in the missing verbs: "I _____, I 
_____, I ______!" 



 
7. What word does this guy spell in order 
to pass the second grade? 

 

8. What is this guy's name for his 390-
horsepower car? 

 

 
9. This awkward situation about dirty 
magazines leads to another awkward 
situation about what item? 

 
 

 
10. The guy on the right is part of what 
organization? 

 

 
11. Where is her boyfriend right now?  
(Hint: Not in the pool) 

 
 

12. What does each character do before 
leaving this shot? 



 
13. "I heard a _____!"  

14. How is his javelin-throwing style 
characterized? 

 
15. In what state does this cross-dressing 
extravaganza take place? 

 

 
16. What snack do this couple bond over? 

 

17. How old is this lovely young lady? 
 

18. What did he do last summer, and 
where? 



 

19. How does the rabbit respond to the 
boy's question about his outfit? 

 
20. This instructor asked his students to 
tear out an introductory essay by which 
Ph.D.? 

 

 
21. The boy on the left is talking to 
someone off to the right.  What is that 
unseen man wearing? 

 
 

 
22. What song is this youth lip-synching 
and dancing to? 

 


